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Abstract
Until recently, most empirical support for theories on regulatory governance has been derived from democratizing and demo-
cratic settings. The assumption behind the selection of these cases relies on an understanding that non-democratic systems will
not nurture independent and autonomous regulatory practices. This paper closely examines this claim by problematizing varia-
tions in the regulation of the Islamic banking and finance industry based on recent findings from Malaysia and the United Arab
Emirates. Combining historical data with field interviews, the findings reveal that historical legacies and regime institutions that
frame political competition play a more nuanced role in the contemporary governance of market exchanges in non-democratic
settings. In particular, the type of political competition in authoritarian regimes influences the resulting configuration of regula-
tory institutions that govern Islamic banking and finance, which accommodate varying degrees of autonomy.
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1. Introduction

As most financial markets collapsed in 2008, some countries reported unexpected market growth in the aftermath of
the global crisis. A common feature among those was the rise of Islamic finance and the rapid proliferation of faith-
based financial products. In some settings, such as Malaysia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Islamic finance is
no longer considered a niche market as it constitutes as high as 30 percent of the overall volume of financial transac-
tions. Some argue that religious governance mechanisms – which rely on common faith-based codes, such as mutual
risk sharing, the ban on interest, and the elimination of contractual ambiguity – explain why these institutions
exhibit a seemingly solid performance even in the face of a meltdown (Beck et al. 2013). These studies also imply that
a shared understanding of morality implies regulatory convergence in favor of controlled risk taking.

Nevertheless, an initial glance at the regulation of Islamic banking and financial institutions (IBFIs) reveals
that they are far from convergence: there are notable country-specific differences in the structure and content of
regulatory arrangements that monitor the activities of these institutions (Hasan 2012; Ercanbrack 2015; Ginena &
Hamid 2015). With no modern precedent to follow, countries that accommodate Islamic banks need to grapple
with new risks as the industry grows and expands beyond national boundaries. The diversity of regulatory frame-
works thus presents an intriguing puzzle. If Islamic financial institutions are bound by similar religious con-
straints, why do the regulatory frameworks that govern them widely vary?

The answer to this question lies in the political institutions. An initial overview of Islamic banking across the
globe reveals that the majority of IBFIs are either based in non-democratic areas or countries that have experi-
enced authoritarian reversals (Fig. 1). Importantly, these economies significantly vary in terms of their political
settlement histories and the distribution of power among the policymakers. Based on findings from Malaysia and
the UAE, this paper argues that the combined effect of colonial legacies and regime institutions that frame politi-
cal competition influence financial market building and the design of regulatory institutions in later stages. Across
these two cases, the governance of faith-based markets is characterized by a contrasting pattern of religious
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adjudication: while a competitive authoritarian regime nurtured autonomous and centralized regulation in Malay-
sia, a federal autocracy like the UAE characterized by elite-competition among the ruling families gave rise to a
fragmented and decentralized framework with very little emphasis on standardization.1

These findings are worthy of note for at least two reasons. A first contribution is empirical. The regulation of
Islamic finance in authoritarian settings is not simply dictated by callous rulers: decisions pertaining to the activities
of Islamic banks, financial institutions, and capital markets are made and implemented by an independent group of
religious scholars who enjoy professional autonomy.2 The case of Islamic banking is particularly telling: while author-
itarian governments have intervened frequently in monetary policymaking and the conventional banking industry –
especially during economic crises – there has been little meddling over issues pertaining to Islamic finance. This is
partly because of the unique position of Shari’a scholars as experts of Islamic economic transactions. Unlike secular
market professionals, religious scholars of Islamic finance derive their authority from divine texts that may not be so
readily questioned or challenged by worldly rulers. In predominantly Muslim-populated authoritarian settings, this
allows them to exercise greater autonomy than conventional market experts (Fig. 2).

Second, on the theoretical end, the Malaysia–UAE comparison offers a more nuanced picture on the condi-
tions under which distinct regulatory frameworks emerge in authoritarian settings. While there is ample work
explaining national differences in regulatory institutions across liberal–democratic and democratizing systems
(Braithwaite 2006; Dubash & Morgan 2013), there is very little information on how market regulation mecha-
nisms operate in countries that do not qualify as liberal democracies (van Rooij et al. 2016). The findings contrib-
ute to these debates by revealing how financial market building paths vary across authoritarian settings.
Specifically, when political competition in authoritarian regimes is not strongly institutionalized and ruling elites
compete on closed platforms, economic policymaking on highly technical matters is delegated to industry experts
who enjoy some individual autonomy. This is often the case when rulers enjoy constitutional guarantees that
secure their political power (e.g. through family and kinship ties) and do not need complementary institutional
layers to secure their incumbent position. In the absence of credible commitment to institution building by the
ruling elite, autonomous market experts – such as Shari’a scholars of Islamic finance – feel no immediate pressure

Figure 1 Map of countries listed in the Islamic Finance Country Index 2017 with an overall index score above 2.5. A higher
value indicates that a greater volume of Islamic transactions within the overall financial system.
Source: Global Islamic Finance Report, Dubai Islamic Bank 2017. http://www.gifr.net/publications/gifr2017/ifci.pdf
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to lobby for regulatory standards, as this would restrict their professional autonomy. Under these circumstances,
the outcome is a very decentralized and uncoordinated regulation of Islamic finance with limited product and
service standardization. Most countries in the Arab Gulf region, including the UAE, exhibit this pattern.

On the other hand, when political competition in an authoritarian regime is institutionalized (e.g. through regular
elections), incumbents – for fear of losing their post – seek to build complementary economic institutions to secure
their rule. Among many other benefits, this institutional layering allows the rulers to monitor and control financial
flows, distribute patronage, and manage crises through access to reserve funds.3 To that end, most governments in
these regimes engage in the creation of new financial institutions, including bodies for market regulation and gover-
nance. In this environment, industry players with technical expertise cannot fully exercise their professional auton-
omy at the individual level because they are limited by new rules. In response, constrained market experts (i.e. Shari’a
scholars) exhibit greater willingness to build collective autonomy. These efforts to carve out greater professional inde-
pendence, together with the incumbent elite’s commitment to building complementary economic institutions to con-
solidate their rule, lead to the creation of more centralized and coordinated regulatory frameworks. This pattern is
more common in countries across Southeast Asia with competitive authoritarian systems, including Malaysia, where
the Shari’a Advisory Council (SAC) within the Central Bank (Bank Negara Malaysia [BNM]) gradually evolved into
an autonomous unit and played a key role in Islamic product development and standardization in this country.

While earlier studies note that Central Bank independence in Malaysia was quite limited until very recently
(Hamilton-Hart 2002, 2008; Zhang 2009, 2011), the BNM enjoyed some operational autonomy because of its
technical competence before 2009 (Hamilton-Hart 2002, p. 127, 2008).4 Within the BNM, the SAC is one such
unit that had relative independence. Thus, tracking the evolution of the SAC within the BNM offers a good
opportunity to understand how an institutionalized, multi-party political competition in this country gave rise to
the development of collective autonomy for expert units that govern the market. Unlike the BNM governors who
faced frequent political meddling during the 1980s and 1990s (Hamilton-Hart 2002; Pepinsky 2009; Zhang 2009),
the SAC faced no such practice since its inception. In fact, the autonomy of the SAC stands as a surprising anom-
aly in an environment where political intervention in market regulation has been the norm rather than an
exception.

Figure 2 The Argument. The product diversity refers to the range of products offered.
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In the case of the UAE, the Central Bank enjoys limited autonomy and has also been subject to political inter-
vention, especially at times of crisis.5 However, unlike in Malaysia, the federal government has not signaled a
credible commitment to building complementary economic institutions – including the regulation of IBFIs – and
refrained from centralizing Shari’a governance until very recently. This is because the consolidation of political
power through family control over key cabinet ministries and positions afford the ruling dynasties tremendous
security (Herb 1999), inhibiting incentives to centralize Shari’a governance in Islamic finance. While it is true that
there are efforts to set up a similar unit composed of Shari’a scholars within the Central Bank, attempts in this
direction have been moving very slowly and the question of how much autonomy these scholars will enjoy is
unclear.6 In this environment, independent Shari’a scholars continue to dominate the regulation of Islamic finan-
cial products. Very prominently, the discretionary autonomy exercised by these experts has allowed some of them
to build their own personal brands, and enjoy rock-star-like status among the Islamic finance community.7

Because the professional authority of these experts depends on their ability to accommodate the highly specific
and often complex demands of their clients, Shari’a scholars have no pressing incentives to relinquish the flexibil-
ity they enjoy under the current regime, demand collective autonomy, nor lobby for standardization of Islamic
financial transactions in the UAE (Fig. 2).

The remaining sections of this paper develop these points in three steps. First, I situate the debate in a
broader set of works and highlight the value added by this study. A key takeaway message from this discussion is
that historical legacies and regime institutions in non-democratic settings have a continued impact on financial
market building in later stages. To unpack these arguments, I then present the findings. This analysis rests on his-
torical material and 35 in-depth elite interviews conducted in Malaysia (between November and December 2016)
and in the UAE (in March 2017).8 The conclusion discusses the implications of these findings and highlights
additional areas for future inquiry.

2. Understanding varieties of regulation

In most countries, deposit-taking banks constitute the lifeline of national financial systems. Unless monitored
and regulated, excessive bank exposure to market risks generates economic instability that disrupts the everyday
life of individuals. Such disruptions pose even greater political risks to the rulers in countries that do not qualify
as liberal–democratic regimes. To reduce the potential hazards associated with private lending, regulatory agen-
cies increasingly place great emphasis on how banks should manage their loans.

Loans constitute one of the many assets listed in a bank’s balance sheet, and are weighted according to
assigned points as specified by the regulatory body. These are later used to calculate the capital adequacy ratios –
an important indicator of a bank’s financial soundness. In a typical balance sheet reported by the end of each
year, banks list their assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet items. According to the most recent guidelines intro-
duced by the Basel III committee, assets include a wide range of instruments, such as cash and cash equivalents,
marketable securities (such as T-bills, T-notes), loans, and other funds (including derivatives) held by the bank.9

Typically, deposit-taking banks invest the money in current and savings accounts – that are listed under liabilities
– into various financing outlets that are listed under the assets.

National banking regulation agencies around the world largely follow Basel guidelines and require banks to
adopt them. This is primarily a result of institutional mechanisms of regulatory diffusion (Jordana & Levi-Faur
2005; Levi-Faur 2005; Jordana et al. 2011). Key causal mechanisms behind this process include the degree of
international coercion, normative emulation, and competitive mimicry (DiMaggio & Powell 1983). Among these,
international coercion emphasizes the role of power dynamics in explaining regulatory outcomes (Bastings
et al. 2016). Particularly on the financial end, scholars suggest that any move toward regulatory convergence is
strongly driven by a handful of great powers or powerful market forces (Simmons 2001). On the other hand, nor-
mative pressures in a global financial network may also push national regulators to adopt these guidelines to stay
in competition as credible players. Finally, widespread uncertainty and a lack of information may compel regula-
tors to adopt copycat versions of these rules and mimic what everyone else is doing (Henisz et al. 2005).

However, the development of Islamic financial regulations followed a markedly different path than conven-
tional finance. In this special case, none of the influential actors on the conventional end had any leading role in
shaping Islamic regulatory arrangements. While there may be some cosmetic mimicry – because national
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regulatory bodies pay attention to standards proposed by the networking bodies, such as the Accounting and
Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI), Islamic Fiqh Academy (IFA) and the Islamic
Financial Services Board (IFSB) – in the absence of isomorphic pressures, the diffusion and implementation of
banking regulations were primarily influenced by domestic actors and political dynamics in each country. In par-
ticular, the relative freedom that Islamic banks enjoy in developing their business has created a fertile ground for
distinct interpretations of Shari’a codes and given rise to cross-country variations in the regulation of contracts.

Although Islamic banks consider the Basel guidelines highly relevant, the items that constitute their assets
and liabilities also need to comply with Shari’a law. On an Islamic bank balance sheet, loans are listed under
Islamic modes of finance. These include qard hasan (benevolent loans), murabaha (cost-mark-up and deferred
sales contracts,) ijarah (leasing and hire purchases), mudaraba and musharaka (profit and loss sharing contracts),
and salam (forward-sale), among others.10 The overall composition of these items shows the range of products
offered and level of credit risk that a bank is exposed to. Similar to Basel guidelines, cash and cash equivalents
are treated as high-quality and low-risk bearing assets. Yet not all loan-types are viewed equally risky by the
national regulators. Typically, cost-mark-up contracts (e.g. murabaha) are assigned a lower risk weight while
profit and loss sharing contracts (such as mudaraba and musharaka) are assigned higher risk weight points. This
is because the latter are often exposed to moral hazard problems as a result of the lack of transparency, account-
ability, and information sharing.

Despite the overall popularity of cost-mark-up, Islamic banks in Malaysia have also used other types of
Islamic financing instruments to structure these assets. These include, for example, Bai-al-Dayn and Bai-al-Inah
(sale of debt) or tawarruq (deferred payment) contracts that are regarded as highly controversial by some Shari’a
scholars.11 The primary reason behind this debate is the general ban on trading debt in Islam: according to fiq-
h-al-muamalat (the religious code that defines transactions that are deemed permissible), trading of assets by
individuals who do not own them is not allowed. On the business end, the use of these contracts allows greater
flexibility to create new products and increase a bank’s competitive edge in domestic and regional markets.12 On
the other hand, the inclusion of controversial instruments also bears a different type of risk. According to Islamic
law, profits derived from haram (non-permissible) exchanges should be donated to charity. In that sense, con-
tracts such as Bai-al-Dayn and Bai-al-Inah carry what experts call “Shari’a risk.” While both contracts have been
extensively used in Malaysia when issuing credit cards and housing loans – with the approval of the SAC in the
BNM – independent Shari’a scholars in the UAE consider these contracts not permissible.

Just like international standards in global finance (Lall 2015), Shari’a rules are not broadly open to contestation
by non-experts. Rules and standards are decided by select groups, including Shari’a scholars and policymakers
(Ercanbrack 2015; Calder 2016). In many ways, the contemporary interpretations of these rules have gone through
a profound transformation in the past century. Very importantly, Islamic jurists have added many exceptions to
the classical system of contract making under Shari’a law at an ever-accelerating pace, especially after globalization
(Ercanbrack 2015, p. 18). While most Islamic schools of thought do not grant ordinary individuals the freedom to
interpret the holy book and the hadith (Prophet’s sayings) as they deem reasonable, a varying combination of legal
tools, such as qiyas (reasoning by analogy), ijtihad (independent reasoning), ijma (consensus), istihsan (juristic
preference), and maslahah (public interest), have frequently been invoked to justify or rationalize otherwise contro-
versial business arrangements throughout the history of Muslim communities.13 Very importantly, the universal
claim of Islam further allowed the accommodation of custom, which is not considered a classical source of Islam
within the Shari’a legal framework (Ercanbrack 2015, p. 40). This frequent appeal to a wide range of tools and
sources lays the initial groundwork for the cross-national bifurcation of Islamic financial regulations.

Given these diverse historical experiences in Shari’a law, tracing pathways to varying regulatory outcomes
thus calls for a closer attention to historical and political legacies. There are good reasons to consider market
building as contingent on historical dynamics and domestic political factors, which together support distinct reg-
ulatory frameworks (Chaudhry 1997; Kuran 2012). More recent findings on regulatory divergence in advanced
industrialized countries (Radaelli 2005), and developing areas (Peci & Sobral 2011; Prado 2012; Dubash & Mor-
gan 2013) largely concur that domestic political dynamics including ideological legacies, bureaucratic resistance,
and political interest configuration play a more nuanced role in elite choices over the institutional design of regu-
latory agencies. In that sense, the pairing of Malaysia and the UAE provides a useful opportunity to probe deeper
into these dynamics.
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3. Regulating Islamic banks in Malaysia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE)

Following the 2008 crisis, Malaysia and the UAE were showcased as trailblazers of Islamic finance in their respec-
tive region (Çokgezen & Kuran 2015) while operating under very different regulatory frameworks. The early
development of Islamic banking and finance in both countries reveals some shared attributes that enable a more
controlled comparison (Slater & Ziblatt 2013) and trace the roots of this divergence.

Malaysia and the UAE are predominantly Muslim populated former British colonies, characterized by long-
term political stability in the post-independence era. In both countries, the project of developing dual-banking
systems began roughly around the same period, initially launched by highly motivated private actors. These
banks operated under similar legal architecture, where governments combined indigenous legal traditions with
Common Law. In both countries, jurisdiction over Islamic issues in the domain of rituals and personal and
family affairs have been governed by separate bodies that are endowed with special powers, while matters
related to Islamic finance have been exempt from their deliberations from the start. In Malaysia, questions of
Islamic finance are under the legislative competence of the federal rather than state governments (Shuaib 2012,
p. 94). In the UAE, while the Islamic Affairs unit, the General Authority of Islamic Affairs and Awkaf, is
responsible for issuing fatwas (religious decrees) on rituals, and family and private Islamic law, this body has
no authority to adjudicate on the Shari’a compatibility of Islamic financial products. Just like in Malaysia, the
regulation of Islamic finance is treated separately as an economic (and not a cultural) issue. Finally, the devel-
opment of Islamic banks in both countries took place in peripheral financial markets where the evolution of
financial institution efficiency (FIE) followed a similar trend. Figure 3 suggests a comparable development tra-
jectory of FIE, especially over the last three decades: while Malaysia initially lagged behind the UAE, their
scores begin to converge around the mid-1990s – at a time when Islamic finance began to grow and diversify
in both countries.

However, despite these overlaps, different political institutions led to diverse Islamic banking regulations
across the two cases. Malaysia is an asymmetric federal country composed of 13 states that are ruled under a

Figure 3 Financial Institution Efficiency (FIE) Scores of Malaysia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The financial insti-
tution efficiency subindex is measured based on three components: (i) efficiency in intermediating savings to investment, as
measured by the net interest margin (the accounting value of bank’s net interest revenue as a share of its average interest-
bearing assets) and lending-deposit spread; (ii) operational efficiency measures, such as non-interest income to total income
and overhead costs to total assets; and (iii) profitability measures, such as return on assets and return on equity.
Source: Svirydzenka 2016.
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constitutional monarchy. Although state governments are elected, legislative and executive powers are highly con-
centrated at the federal level. Federal elections are held every five years. During these periods of intense political
competition, a key concern of the United Malays National Organization (UMNO) incumbents is to stay ahead of
their closest ideological rival, Parti Islam Se-Malaysia (PAS). To that end, UMNO-led governments in Malaysia
have invested in building complementary economic institutions to increase their chances of winning pious votes.
This plan was further accompanied by a strong motivation to avoid the financial risks imposed by untested
instruments in a rapidly developing industry like Islamic banking. To avoid crises that may be triggered by the
unforeseen dynamics of a Shari’a-compliant banking system, the UMNO-led government in Malaysia closely
worked with the BNM over the past two decades to monitor, advise, and coordinate the activities of these entities.
A crucial part of this process involves the setting-up of a highly autonomous SAC within the BNM: Shari’a
scholars under the SAC are known to promote greater standardization while allowing room for wider product
diversity and innovation.

By contrast, the ruling families of the UAE do not depend on competitive elections to stay in power. The
UAE is an asymmetric federation of seven Emirates, each governed by one influential family. The president is
elected not by a popular vote but by a Federal Supreme Council (FSC) – the highest legislative and executive
body – where each Emirate holds one seat and one vote. Among the seven Emirates, only Dubai and Abu Dhabi
hold effective veto powers in the Council. The Prime Minister is also not popularly elected but appointed by the
FSC on the nomination of the President. There are no limits on ruling terms. These arrangements result from
political settlement among the influential families following the constitutional crisis of 1976–1979. During this
period, Abu Dhabi’s attempts to centralize political power were fiercely rejected by the smaller Emirates, most
notably by Dubai (Herb 2014, p. 123). The ruling families eventually agreed on the terms of the UAE’s political
union while maintaining economic autonomy at the subnational level (Ulrichsen 2017, p. 65). In that sense, the
configuration of political competition in the UAE is markedly different than Malaysia, where elites seek influence
through closed-platform negotiations. Importantly, the constitutional guarantees on the political power of Emirs
further allow a swifter elimination of external political challenges. While succession debates can quickly become
heated, politically motivated challenges to the ruling elite – such as the Muslim Brotherhood movement in the
UAE – are decisively repressed. Thus, these characteristics of elite political competition – where rallying the
masses for political support is not common – explain the UAE government’s reluctance to invest in a similar
institution-building campaign. Consequently, since the early days of state development, Dubai and Abu Dhabi
followed very different market-building routes (Young 2014, p. 72), resulting in a fragmented and decentralized
financial landscape.

On the Islamic finance front, lack of a commitment to institution building inhibited coordination among Sha-
ri’a board members, reducing incentives to standardize contracts and pushing investors to predominantly rely on
Islamic cost-mark-up (murabaha) and leasing (ijara) based contracts in structuring their assets. Critically, decen-
tralized Shari’a governance in the UAE creates opportunities for problematic transactions. Unable to distribute
risks across different products, Islamic bankers were unable to foresee the impending problems associated with
exclusive reliance on a handful of instruments: the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis in Dubai is quite a telling
experience that left many banks, including Islamic financial institutions, in dire straits. The next section unpacks
these two cases in further detail.

4. Malaysia: Regulating Islamic finance in a competitive authoritarian setting

4.1. Background and development of Islamic banking
The development of financial regulatory institutions in Malaysia is deeply influenced by political regime dynamics
and the market building strategies of the early post-independence era. Specifically, the period after 1957 following
British colonial rule and World War II is critical, because it was in this period that competing elite factions
reached a political settlement (Slater 2010, p. 22). According to the 1957 constitution, political competition is
institutionalized through regular elections held every five years (Federal Constitution of Malaysia, 1957). Federal
legislature is responsible for making laws on finance, trade, commerce, and industry, while state legislatures are
responsible for enacting laws on local government and Shari’a law. When federal and state law is in conflict, fed-
eral law prevails over state law.
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In 1969, major riots led by ethnic-Malays against the Chinese minority shook the country. Motivated by pre-
war ethnic and racial cleavages cultivated under British colonialism (Hirschman 1986; Hussin 2016), rioters
driven by persistent socio-economic exclusion blamed the ethnic-Chinese elite. In the aftermath of these inci-
dents, the New Economic Policy (NEP) was established in 1971 under the rule of a dominant party (UMNO) that
favored Malays over the Chinese minority.14 Among other things, the new policies foresaw the institutionaliza-
tion of affirmative action for Muslim-Malays, providing easier access to education, private property ownership,
and business credit (Johnson & Mitton 2003). Importantly, the NEP also led to the gradual Islamization of the
political, economic, and social sphere.

The origins of political Islam in Malaysia date back to a major split within the UMNO, which led to the foun-
dation of a rival party with a strong Islamist commitment, PAS, in 1951. Historical antecedents of this political
competition rest in the colonial era when British officers disrupted existing religious hierarchies by designating
the Sultans of Malay states as the sole authority over religious matters (Hussin 2016). This move created major
discontent among local clerics who had extensive judicial, administrative, and religious power during the pre-
colonial period.15 Gradually, the clash of interests prompted local religious leaders to set up their own political
party, PAS, with stronger Islamist tones. Later, when the UMNO’s alliance with the Sultans proved insufficient to
capture the votes of religiously sensitive groups (Singh 1995), the UMNO sought to establish complementary
institutions to increase its political leverage among the pious voter base. To that end, the party leadership sought
to create Islamic mirrors of major economic and cultural institutions (such as Islamic University, Islamic Bank-
ing, Islamic Insurance) and aligned this with the NEP. An important component of this policy foresaw the devel-
opment of the financial sector while prioritizing Bumiputera involvement in employment and entrepreneurship.
As part of this policy, the first Islamic bank of Malaysia, Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad (BIMB), was established in
1983 (Elias & Rethel 2016).

In many ways, the BIMB sits on the legacy of Tabung Haji (Pilgrimage Fund), which was founded in the
mid-1960s with the goal of creating a Shari’a-compliant savings pool for low-income groups in rural areas. How-
ever, Tabung Haji did not have any tools at its disposal to generate income and experienced some losses over
time as a result of inflation and currency depreciation. Because of its firm commitment to Shari’a compliance, the
fund was unable to use conventional banking instruments.16 Therefore, the founding father of Tabung Haji, eco-
nomics professor Ungku Abdul-Aziz, approached Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad for permission to launch
an Islamic Bank. For the government, this was a perfect opportunity to capitalize on an already existing network
of individual investors – and potential voters – who fit the affirmative action profile as defined by the NEP.
Indeed, according to several politicians and technocrats in charge of this agenda, the launching of the first Islamic
bank and later, the development of an Islamic financial landscape, yielded favorable political returns for the
UMNO.17

Until 1993, the BIMB was the only player in Malaysia and enjoyed extensive state support. For example, dur-
ing the initial phase, the BIMB could not invest in conventional government bonds to meet statutory liquidity
requirements. To overcome this, the government had to issue bonds of Islamic character (Markom & Ismail
2009, p. 194). Following the BIMB, the Syarikat Takaful, an Islamic insurance company, emerged. To coordinate
these changes, the federal government further restructured the Yayasan Pembangunan Ekonomi Islam (Malaysian
Islamic Development Foundation) (Aziz & Shamsul 2004, p. 353). During the early stages, the Islamic Consulta-
tive Council served as a monitor and stood as one of the powerful committees formed by the Prime Minister to
propose policies on the Islamization programs (Aziz & Shamsul 2004, p. 353). Meanwhile, the Central Bank code
of 1983 designated the BNM as the key institution responsible for the regulation of conventional banking, Islamic
banking, investment banking, and insurance.

Following this institutional layering in an environment characterized by intense partisan rivalry, government-
controlled competition was gradually introduced after 1993. The decision was very much influenced by the politi-
cal revival of PAS under new leadership.18 Government officials affiliated with the UMNO also admit that the
introduction of Islamic windows was a politically motivated decision. According to some who drafted this bill,
the BIMB’s presence was limited to urban areas, and the services offered by the bank did not reach the rural areas
that demanded these services.19 As PAS began to garner increasing support from agrarian communities, the gov-
ernment made a radical decision. With the stroke of a pen, conventional banks were allowed to open Islamic
banking windows overnight in 1994. To address the short-term liquidity problems of these institutions, an
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Islamic interbank money market was launched in the same year. In 1998, the state pushed conventional banks
with Islamic banking divisions to expand their units under the new guideline (Markom & Ismail 2009, p. 196).

4.2. Toward a coordinated regulatory environment
The transformation of Islamic banking regulation went hand-in-hand with a parallel transformation in the
Malaysian economy as the UMNO-led Barisan Nasional (BN) government adopted a market-oriented develop-
ment policy – a position contested by its rival, PAS. Unlike advanced industrialized countries, banks dominated
the financial landscape in Malaysia during the 1990s (Fraser et al. 2006). In this environment, the lack of a strong
and diversified bond market created additional difficulties for ethnic-Malay firms to compete effectively in a liber-
alizing market (Fraser et al. 2006, p. 1292). Surprisingly, politically connected entrepreneurs that financed their
projects primarily through bank loans were at a disadvantage because private conventional banks charged them a
higher interest rate (Bliss & Gul 2012, p. 2,345). Conventional lenders generally considered them to be risky
because of their political connections (Bliss & Gul 2012, p. 2,348). As some of these actors turned to Islamic
banks to finance investment, closer monitoring of their activities seemed necessary, especially after the 1997–1998
Asian financial crisis.

The critical period when Islamic banks were subject to more coordinated regulation was in the aftermath of
the 1998 crisis. Shortly before the escalation of conflict between the government and foreign investors, in 1997
the BNM established the SAC to closely oversee the development of a fledgling Islamic banking industry and
assess risks. Until 2003, the members of this council only had an advisory role. Additionally, the council had the
key task of streamlining the communication between Shari’a Advisory Boards of Islamic banks and BNM man-
agement. During this period, the SAC emerged as a key networker between the bank and the industry players.

After the crisis, 71 small banks were reorganized and encouraged to merge, creating 10 large holding groups.
The BIMB was left untouched, however, the merger of Bank Bumiputra and another smaller bank resulted in the
formation of Bank Muamalat, the second fully-fledged Islamic bank in Malaysia. The Minister of Finance Daim
Zainuddin orchestrated the merge at a time when political competition between Prime Minister Mahathir and his
former-protégé Anwar Ibrahim reached its peak. Indeed, the 1998 crisis simultaneously triggered a political com-
petition among the ruling elite, which prompted rival factions to strengthen their alliances with politically con-
nected firms. Specifically, the two Islamic banks – because they depend so much on government support for
survival and growth – were even more vulnerable to greater political intervention, which introduced a different
set of risks.20 Additionally, PAS rapidly gained greater support from the disappointed voters following govern-
ment bailouts of Malay business elites. Feeling threatened by PAS’s electoral success in 1999, the UMNO-led BN
government pushed for further reforms, “refurbishing regulatory apparatus, giving new attention to neo-liberal
reforms and good governance agendas” (Case 2005, p. 294).

As PAS explicitly campaigned against the UMNO in 1999, its leadership fervently criticized government–
business linkages as corrupt and deeply unIslamic (Lai & Samers 2017). Meanwhile, government officials were in
search of a reliable governor to contain the economic damage and minimize political risks.21 Thus, in 2000, Zeti
Akhtar Aziz was appointed as the head of the BNM. Under her term during the first decade of the 2000s business
financing gradually moved from a bank-based to a capital-market based system (Rethel 2010). This period also
saw the gradual removal of capital controls, opening the door to an increase in excess liquidity in the market
(Hamilton-Hart 2017, p. 178). To counter PAS critiques against financial liberalization, the government simulta-
neously launched a series of market regulation reforms, including Capital Market Masterplan, the Financial Sec-
tor Masterplan, the Code of Conduct for Market Institutions, and the Code of Corporate Governance (Case 2005,
p. 295). Meanwhile, as the UMNO-led government encouraged the private sector to rely on capital market instru-
ments to manage their finances, large businesses saw a new opportunity: they could now raise capital through
equity markets. Losing their biggest customers, banks gradually changed their business model to prioritize con-
sumer finance. Islamic banks also followed this lead. Figure 4 reveals that the largest share of financing by Islamic
banks increasingly focused on facilitating household spending, where mortgages and motorized vehicle purchases
occupy the largest share.

However, this fast and unbalanced growth of Islamic credit for consumption posed significant risks. Importantly,
PAS was also openly skeptical vis-à-vis the government’s economic plan on the grounds that it was materialistic and
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against the true spirit of Islam (Hamayotsu 2002, p. 363). Thus, the new regulations in 2004 introduced a series of
additional measures to contain critical voices. Increasing Shari’a compliance by way of opening the industry to com-
petition was a primary focus. Beginning that year, Islamic banking windows had to acquire an independent entity as
Islamic banking subsidiaries of conventional banks (Markom & Ismail 2009, p. 197). By severing the ties between
conventional parent banks and their Islamic subsidiaries, the regulators sought to encourage the greater prudential
behavior of Islamic bank managers. Together with capital account liberalization, Islamic banks were now operating
in a liberalized environment as foreign investors were also allowed to enter the Malaysian Islamic Finance market.
To attract foreign investors, the Malaysian government took additional measures, including tax incentives, issuing
Shari’a-compliant bills and bonds by the government and the BNM, and raising the foreign equity stake ceiling to
70 percent (this was 30 percent in the case of conventional banks) (Krasicka & Nowak 2012).22

Following the 2003 resignation of Mahathir Mohamad, a key item on Dr. Zeti’s agenda was to minimize
and eventually eliminate political intervention in BNM affairs while controlling the risks imposed by Islamic
financial institutions.23 Working together with Shari’a scholars in the BNM, Dr. Zeti first fine-tuned the
SAC’s role with the 2003 amendment of the 1958 Central Bank Act (Amendment A1213). Under these new
guidelines, the SAC would act as the overarching sole supervisory body that all Islamic banks need to look
up to before offering new products and services (Markom & Ismail 2009, p. 200). For example, under
section 16B of the new guidelines, which defines the SAC’s duty and responsibilities, the members of the
council were given the sole authority to issue rulings and advice on Islamic banks regarding the Shari’a com-
patibility of such actions Central Bank of Malaysia (Amendment) Act 2003 (Act A1213). All other Shari’a
committees of Islamic banks would therefore play a complementary role and act as internal Shari’a audit
departments (For an overview of these changes, see Appendix S1).

These reforms to centralize the regulation of IBFIs under the SAC were also influenced by increasing confu-
sion over Shari’a jurisdiction between secular and religious courts. In some cases, judges did not know how to
deal with conflicts between older business practices and the new religious market reforms (Gomez et al. 2015,
p. 163). This opened the door to further politicization of the judiciary as the UMNO and PAS claimed to be the
true defenders of Islam. The resulting confusion facilitated efforts to grant the SAC enhanced powers to oversee
legal matters involving IBFIs. To that end, regulations also banned dual Shari’a board membership, such that a
Shari’a board member in any Islamic bank could not sit on the board of another. Moreover, all internal Shari’a
board members needed to be approved by the BNM and the Ministry of Finance, which was in charge of distrib-
uting banking licenses (Markom & Ismail 2009, p. 200). With this move, the BNM sought to centralize control

Figure 4 The lending behavior of Islamic Banks in Malaysia, 2007–2016.
Source: Bank Negara Malaysia, Monthly Highlights and Statistics 2017, Table 1.19.1 (Figures in million).
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over the governance of Shari’a-related matters and eliminate potential challenges. Moreover, this manner of
embedding the SAC under the BNM granted religious scholars extensive decisionmaking powers. For example,
when disagreement between Shari’a scholars within banks occurred, the SAC would act as an arbitrator. If dis-
agreement persisted, SAC decisions would be binding over parties in dispute. If the case reached the court, the
SAC could advise the court in reaching a decision, and its position would be binding (Markom & Ismail 2009).

To maintain their status as relevant economic actors, SAC members are keen to retain their professional
autonomy and to focus on form over substance while prioritizing product diversity in the market.24 As Islamic
banks increased access to consumer loans, financial engineers felt compelled to diversify their product range
and go beyond an over-reliance on murabaha-based financing instruments.25 Seizing this opportunity to
increase their collective autonomy as Shari’a market experts, SAC members approved Bai-al-inah and Bai-al
dayn contracts, which are considered highly controversial by their Gulf-based counterparts.26 Later, when the
BNM no longer wanted to carry the burden of insuring Islamic deposit accounts that operated on the principle
of profit and loss sharing, the SAC issued a new regulation that mandated the rebranding of these accounts as
Islamic investment accounts. With this new regulation, Shari’a scholars encouraged the transfer of risk to retail
customers.27

In 2009, official legislation ensured that BNM independence was passed in parliament. In line with this bill,
the autonomy of the SAC was further enhanced by the most recent legislation, the 2013 Islamic Financial Services
Act (Act 759). This law grants the SAC the right to take an aggressive stance in cases of Shari’a incompliance by
IBFIs and allows the council to impose penalties, launch legal action against those who do not comply, and issue
“directions of compliance” to manage identified risks (Yussof 2013, p. 394). Specifically, the law furthers punitive
measures for committing an offense against Shari’a compliance, including imprisonment and significant fines
(Yussof 2013, p. 396). Additionally, the 2013 Act empowers the BNM, together with the SAC, to issue contractual
standards to be followed in Islamic financial institutions.

The members of the SAC at the BNM were very involved in this most recent stage of Islamic market building.
In addition to their autonomous status, the shared background of these scholars played a key role in the stan-
dardization and diversification of Islamic banking products. Shari’a scholars in Malaysia are predominantly
ethnic-Malay and the SAC has not accommodated a scholar of non-Malay origin. Moreover, for the past decade
and a half, Malaysian Shari’a scholars specializing in Islamic finance and industry professionals have primarily
been trained at local universities and institutions. The training is very market-focused and driven by a motivation
to secure the nation’s place as the leading global hub of Islamic finance. In that sense, Malaysian scholars are
trained for collective commitment to the continuity, profitability, and growth of the industry (Shaharuddin 2010).

The new regulatory changes allowing greater autonomy to SAC members also had notable implications on
the loan composition of Islamic banks. Figure 5 reveals the overall distribution of Islamic financing instruments

Figure 5 The distribution of Islamic financing contracts, 2007–2016.
Source: Bank Negara Malaysia, Monthly Highlights and Statistics 2017, Table 1.18.2.
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listed under the assets section of unconsolidated bank balance sheets, exhibiting greater diversity across con-
tracts.28 Evidently, new regulations encouraged a gradual – although modest – rise in profit and loss sharing
contracts, including musharaka and mudaraba.

Overall, while the emergence of Islamic banking was initiated by private actors, political rivalry between two
Islamist parties in a competitive authoritarian setting led to the creation of new institutions to regulate this mar-
ket. With each regulatory reform, the IBFIs in Malaysia found new growth opportunities, helping the UMNO to
attract former PAS supporters in rural areas (Gomez et al. 2015; Lai & Samers 2017). For a definition of competi-
tive authoritarianism, see Levitsky and Way 2010. Importantly, the contestation over political Islam and adjudica-
tion over Shari’a matters nurtured the rise of an autonomous and centralized regulatory body (SAC). Gradually,
the SAC adopted a more pragmatic stance vis-à-vis the creation of Shari’a compatible financing instruments, and
promoted product standardization and diversification. This stands in stark contrast to the experience of Islamic
banks based in the UAE.

5. A fragmented regulatory environment for Islamic banks: The case of UAE

5.1. Background and development of Islamic banking
The emergence of the first Islamic bank in the UAE followed a very different trajectory than that of the BIMB.
While the Malaysian experience was strongly influenced by competition between two parties over political Islam,
the launching of the Dubai Islamic Bank (DIB) was primarily motivated by a cultural concern among the local
business elite to distinguish themselves from the West and its institutions (Kuran 2005; Abdul Alim 2014,
pp. 25–29). This is because of several dynamics that confined religion in the cultural sphere. First, unlike Malay-
sia, there was no early politicization of Islam under British colonial rule. In contrast to Saudi Arabia and Oman,
where clerics held considerable power, the ulema in the UAE historically did not play a major role in tribal fights
over controlling land and/or maritime trade routes. In that sense, Islam was not a major driver of political com-
petition among the tribal elite during the pre-oil era (Onley & Khalaf 2006, p. 192). Second, attempts to advance
political Islam by social movements, such as the Muslim Brothers, were contained and repressed following careful
negotiations among ruling elites (namely, Ras al-Khaimah against Dubai and Abu Dhabi) (Ulrichsen 2017,
pp. 73–77). In contrast to Malaysia, the elimination of political Islam as a potential threat diminished incentives
to centralize Shari’a governance beyond the cultural sphere. Finally, prior to independence, Shari’a was not recog-
nized as an official code in judicial matters, rather it served as a cultural frame of reference that complemented
existing traditions. Following independence, although the constitution stipulates Shari’a as the ultimate source of
federal law, the practice in the UAE reveals that commercial matters are exempt from adherence to religious
codes (al-Muhairi 1996).

Before the British colonial presence and even before Portuguese colonialism, tribal groups in the UAE fre-
quently fought over land and the use of resources. Even then, the two ruling families of Dubai and Abu Dhabi
competed over assets (Zahlan 1978; Smith 2004). Political boundaries were fluid, and territorial control was sub-
ject to frequent change. Sovereignty was defined in terms of control over other tribes and peoples, rather than
control over a given territory (Smith 2004). This constant shifting of borders and contestation over land owner-
ship and tenure rights prevented the development of private property and the accumulation of capital under the
pre-oil sheikhdoms (Heard-Bey 2005; Ulrichsen 2017).

During the pre-oil era, the heavy reliance on tribal customs and traditions conspicuously delayed the develop-
ment of formal state and market institutions in the UAE, where political competition was characterized by rivalry
among powerful tribes (Ulrichsen 2017). In the early 20th century, the rulers heavily depended on taxes imposed
on pearling fleets and revenues provided by the customs houses (Al-Sayegh 1998, p. 90). This financial depen-
dence on the merchants pushed the Shaikhs to incorporate prominent merchants into the majlis – the key legisla-
tive institution at the time (Al-Sayegh 1998, p. 90). In the absence of steady fiscal income and the under-
development of institutions, merchants in the majlis were frequently engaged to provide a wide range of public
goods, including education, communications, finance, and health.29

While Dubai was a flourishing and cosmopolitan port of merchants and traders prior to colonial rule, the
imposed isolation of the region under British rule further prevented the development of durable economic ties
between the tribes in Trucial states and the rest of the world.30 In the absence of any stimulus for transforming
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informal institutions into formal ones, contracts and transactions remained largely informal and often subject to
contestation and change. Instead, proto-institutions that relied on informal ties, such as majlis, dominated the
scene.

The absence of strong state institutions, together with a powerful emphasis on customs and traditions, had a
different legacy on state and market building post-independence. Following the end of the colonial period, the new
constitution of 1971 granted extensive legislative and executive powers to the FSC while providing economic
autonomy to each Emirate and securing their political control through power-sharing arrangements (UAE Federal
Constitution 1971). While attempts to centralize political power in Abu Dhabi’s hands in 1976 were fiercely
resisted by the Emirs, the conflict was resolved as Abu Dhabi and Dubai retained exclusive veto powers and con-
trolled key positions in the cabinet, while other Emirates – including Ajman, Sharjah, Fujairah, Ras al-Khaimah,
Umm al-Quwain – were also given influential posts and retained some control over economic policymaking at the
subnational level (Ulrichsen 2017). In cases of conflict, the FSC contained and eliminated internal disputes through
informal negotiations among the ruling families. This was most prominent in the case of the Muslim Brotherhood
in the UAE, where attempts to harbor political Islam under Ras al-Khaimah leadership were eventually repressed
by Dubai and Abu Dhabi (Ulrichsen 2017, p. 77). Thus, unlike in Malaysia, political Islam never found a strong
institutional platform to challenge the existing power configurations in the UAE. This partially explains why the
Emirati rulers showed little will to invest in building complementary institutions in later stages. Instead, Dubai,
Abu Dhabi, and other Emirates continue to enjoy plenty of autonomy over economic policymaking at the subna-
tional level and rely on ad hoc measures to address problems, including those on the economic front.

For example, the DIB was founded in 1975 by prominent businessmen and merchants (Abdul Alim 2014,
p. 28) with very little government commitment to advance its agenda.31 The launching of the DIB was possible
thanks to the personal connections of its founder, Saeed bin Lootah, who initially sought the personal approval of
Dubai’s ruler, Shaikh Rashid. The bank was set up with a Dubai Ruler’s decree (Abdul Alim 2014, p. 25), without
a majlis consultation. At the time of its founding, the DIB did not have a Shari’a advisory board to monitor the
compatibility of contracts and services. Perhaps even more strikingly, for six years following its launch, the DIB
operated without any official regulatory framework. At the time when the bank was set up, key market institu-
tions like the Central Bank did not even exist. This changed in 1981 with the establishment of the Central Bank
of the United Arab Emirates (CBUAE), but it was another four years before the first official regulation on Islamic
banks was released in 1985.

5.2. Regulating Islamic banks in the UAE
Although the CBUAE regulates the IBFIs according to the 1985 Islamic banking law and related guidelines, the bank
does not have a separate division for research and development in Islamic finance (UAE Federal Law No.6, 1985).
Unlike Malaysia, there is no equivalent of an Islamic Interbank Money Market, nor any other mirror institution, such
as the Islamic Stock Exchange. Until a recent proposal in 2016, there was no attempt to build an SAC within the
CBUAE. The regulation of Shari’a compliance is very decentralized at the bank level.32 The Shari’a Boards of these
banks have ample autonomy in terms of determining the Shari’a compatibility of the designed products.33 In contrast
to Malaysia, the appointment of Shari’a board members is subject to less stringent regulations: scholars may serve on
more than one board. In 2011, 36 Shari’a scholars served on multiple supervisory boards: “the top five scholars held
48.47 percent of positions and the top 10 scholars represented 73.01 percent of the 163 positions available in the
UAE” (Ginena & Hamid 2015, p. 265). Moreover, although Article 5 of the Federal Law no. 6 of 1985 regulates
Islamic Banks calls for the establishment of a higher Shari’a authority (Ginena & Hamid 2015, p. 125), by 2017 this
had still not occurred.34 Finally, in contrast to Malaysia, the regulations in the UAE “do not stipulate requisite aca-
demic or professional qualifications for Shari’a Supervisory Board members” (Ginena & Hamid 2015, p. 291).

This highly decentralized Shari’a governance across the Islamic banking industry is strongly linked to discon-
certed financial policymaking among the federal states.35 Strikingly, the finance ministries of Dubai and Abu
Dhabi rarely had occasion to meet until after the 2008 crisis (Young 2014, p. 73). Although regulation of the
banking sector falls under the responsibility of the CBUAE, a unique collection of formal and informal institu-
tions govern financial exchanges (Young 2014).36 Most notably, the lack of any updates on Islamic banking regu-
lations encourages reliance on ad hoc practices in this industry.37
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Very importantly, the delegation of Shari’a compliance checks to councils within each Islamic bank makes it
very difficult to standardize products. Although only a handful of Shari’a scholars serve in these positions, their
decisions on similar products can be very different across multiple banks.38 This is largely because of the absence
of a centralized mechanism and the extensive professional autonomy these scholars enjoy. Some suggest that Sha-
ri’a supervisors operate at the whim of board members and shareholders who are ultimately concerned about
profit margins.39 This prompts some Shari’a scholars to take the financial interests of the bank into account and
prioritize the survival of the business over more substantive concerns.40 Moreover, this decentralized framework
allows Shari’a scholars to increase their remuneration by sitting on multiple boards, a highly privileged position
that none appear willing to forego (Bassens et al. 2011).

Interestingly, the lack of national standardization does not mean Shari’a scholars in the UAE always look
for opportunities to mimic conventional instruments. In most circumstances, these scholars are the last to see
product proposals developed by the in-house team of the bank they advise, and only perform an extensive inde-
pendent review of Shari’a compatibility in the final stage.41 When it comes to highly exotic contracts, Gulf-
based scholars in the UAE are mostly skeptical in adapting them because of the potential costs of Shari’a
risks.42 Given the level of professional autonomy they enjoy, such a conservative approach may appear surpris-
ing at first. However, these scholars are very careful to retain their name as a reliable brand in the market and
do not want to lose their highly privileged status by freely approving questionable products, opening the door
to potential attacks and criticism by their rivals.43 This explains why some of the new instruments were
adopted much later in the UAE than elsewhere. For example, the first sukuk by Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank was
only issued in 2006, nearly a decade-and-a-half later than Malaysia (see http://www.iflr.com/Article/1983822/
First-sukuk-programme-in-the-UAE.html, accessed 8 April 2018). Moreover, the first mudaraba contract was
only drawn up in the latter half of the 1980s (Abdul Alim 2014, p.36). To avoid controversy, UAE-based
Islamic banks predominantly rely on cost-mark-up contracts to this day and lack a broader set of diversified
instruments to hedge their risks.44

The fragmented regulation of Islamic finance is further reflected in the governance of free financial centers in
Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Islamic banks in Dubai are situated in two different zones: Dubai territory, and in a finan-
cial free zone entitled the Dubai International Financial Center (DIFC). While Islamic banks registered anywhere
in the Emirates are regulated by the CBUAE, others registered in the DIFC are primarily regulated by the Dubai
Financial Services Authority (Ginena & Hamid 2015, p. 126).45 Meanwhile, to increase its competitive edge in
financial markets, the Abu Dhabi government also established its own free financial zone in 2013. Called the Abu
Dhabi Global Market (ADGM), the zone has its own regulatory guidelines and courts (Young 2014, p. 62). Just
like the DIFC, the ADGM hosts a range of activities including banking services, investment management, trading
and exchange in securities and derivatives, monetary and financial brokerage, and Islamic finance (Young 2014,
pp. 62–63). Yet the governing bodies of the DIFC and ADGM rarely communicate. As they compete against each
other, managers of these entities expect international firms to have mirror offices in both cities (Young
2014, p. 63).

Overall, constrained by the UAE’s experiences in state and market building, Islamic financial institutions in
this country are regulated through a decentralized network of Shari’a scholars. Policy formulation and decision-
making in the UAE primarily involve competing elites that address emerging problems on closed platforms, and
subnational sovereigns are determined to maintain their autonomy in economic policymaking. This has several
implications on the development of the Islamic banking industry. First, independent Shari’a scholars in the UAE
are not well equipped to assess the potential risks associated with their decisions. For example, across the banking
sector – including the Islamic banks – there is a lack of control over nonperforming loans, which are mainly
extended to facilitate consumption among the Emiratis and the expats. Moreover, because of limitations in risk
oversight, Islamic financial institutions in the UAE are hampered by scandals over issues of Shari’a incompli-
ance.46 Second, the lack of coordination among the state and IBFIs limits incentives to invest in product innova-
tion, standardization, and development. Finally, a highly decentralized Shari’a governance framework poses new
challenges as Dubai recently launched an ambitious plan to transform the city into the global capital of Islamic
finance. While the Abu Dhabi government has not opposed this agenda and formally collaborates with Dubai,
some industry practitioners appear skeptical of Dubai’s ambitions and suggest that Abu Dhabi may not offer
long-term support.47
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6. Conclusion

The comparative findings on the regulation of Islamic finance in Malaysia and the UAE contribute to broader
debates that highlight the significance of political institutions in financial regulation. In developing economies,
legacies of state building have left indelible marks on financial market building in later stages. Importantly, the
type of political competition in countries that do not qualify as liberal–democratic plays a powerful role on the
resulting regulatory arrangements. While the generalizability of these findings are limited to countries with simi-
lar scope conditions, a crucial next step would be to test the relationship between political regime type, financial
institution building, and regulatory outcomes using a large-N dataset. In addition to unpacking conditions under
which Islamic banking regulations could be improved, this agenda would also provide an opportunity to explore
the precise link between financial institution building and authoritarian survival in non-democratic areas.

Recent debates on financial regulation predominantly focus on democratic settings and highlight challenges
faced by autonomous regulatory agencies in the face of growing complexities (e.g. new products, technologies,
trading practices), while non-democratic regimes are paid far less attention. In this sense, this article offers an
important contribution to existing theories of regulatory governance by placing emphasis on the relationship
between political regime characteristics and emerging regulatory architectures in the non-Western world. As the
Malaysian and UAE cases reveal, the interaction between Islamic banks and the political contexts in which they
are embedded yields diverse incentives to IBFIs to develop new products and structure their assets.

The divergence of Islamic banking regulations in both countries has further implications on the performance
of these institutions. For example, a recent study comparing Islamic and conventional banks in Malaysia finds
that operational efficiency, asset quality, liquidity, capital adequacy, and board independence scores are higher for
Islamic banks in comparison to conventional banks for the period between 2005 and 2009 (Wasiuzzaman &
Gunasegavan ). This is suggestive of emerging competitiveness and an improving performance thanks to the cen-
tralized and well-coordinated regulatory framework in this country. On the other hand, Islamic banks in the
UAE operate on higher costs and require a greater number of branches to reach similar levels of efficiency (mea-
sured in terms of return on assets and return on equity) as they compete against conventional banks (Al-Tamimi
2010). In this sense, highly decentralized Shari’a governance in the UAE appears to be closely correlated with the
underperformance of Islamic banks in this country.

Since the 2008 crisis, Islamic financial instruments have gradually made their way into the non-Western
world. In addition to Islamic finance, the industry players and governments in predominantly Muslim populated
countries are now pushing for a broader development of faith-based industries to complement conventional ones.
This includes a rapidly growing Islamic halal market with an emphasis on Islamic pharmaceuticals, food, cos-
metics, and the fashion industry. Additionally, Shari’a principles are increasingly accommodated within the cor-
porate culture of firms in predominantly Muslim populated settings (Sloane-White 2011). Going beyond Islamic
finance, the rapid growth of faith-based market building in authoritarian settings calls for further unpacking to
address new puzzles on market regulation in these areas as well.
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Notes

1 In the UAE, the regulation of Islamic banking is highly decentralized at the bank level (Hasan 2012; Ginena &
Hamid 2015).

2 Financial regulatory autonomy of a given organization or organizational unit refers to the degree of independence it
enjoys from external intervention with respect to its administrative, decisionmaking, and implementation capacities.

3 A very striking example of this is Malaysia, where the government intervened directly in the financial system by setting
up compulsory savings in a central pension fund, subsidized voluntary savings schemes, and created many state-owned
banks (Hamilton-Hart 2002, p. 119). Thanks to these measures, government control over financial assets has remained
quite powerful under the United Malays National Organisation (UMNO). Until it acquired full autonomy in 2009, Bank
Negara Malaysia (BNM) “served the government as a revenue source and a sometimes owner of business” (Hamilton-
Hart 2002, p. 118).

4 The results of World Bank Banking Regulation survey reported in Barth et al. (2013) suggest that banking supervisory
independence (from any political intervention) has increased significantly since the second half of the 2000s. The passing
of the Central Bank Act in 2009 grants the BNM full formal autonomy from any external intervention. See Central Bank
of Malaysia Act 2009 (Act 701), accessible at http://www.bnm.gov.my/index.php?ch=en_legislation&pg=en_legislation_
act&ac=486&lang=en, last accessed 8 April 2018.

5 The results of the World Bank Banking Regulation survey reported in Barth et al. (2013) reveal that banking supervisory
independence (from any political intervention) remains at the lowest in the UAE, with a score of 0. Data is available at
http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/ross_levine/Regulation.htm, last accessed 8 April 2018.

6 Interviews with CBUAE officials #1 and #2, March 2017, Abu Dhabi, UAE.

7 See https://www.reuters.com/article/finance-islamic-scholars/insight-rock-star-scholars-a-risk-for-islamic-finance-idUSL5
E8DG31N20120229, accessed on 1 November 2017.

8 The participants were selected and identified based on several criteria. Individuals who were involved in key decisionmak-
ing positions were officially contacted via “cold calling.” Those who agreed to participate when then asked to recommend
further contacts. All interviews were conducted on the condition of anonymity.

9 The “Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) provides a forum for regular cooperation on banking supervisory
matters. Basel II is a comprehensive set of reform measures, developed by the BCBS, to strengthen the regulation, super-
vision and risk management of the banking sector.” For more information see https://www.bis.org/bcbs/, last accessed 1
November 2017.

10 See http://www.bankislam.com.my/en/Documents/shariah/AnOverviewOfShariahContractPractice.pdf for a detailed
description of how these contracts work, last accessed 1 November 2017.

11 Bai-al-Inah is a contract that “involves a sale of an asset or property by a first party to a second party for immediate or
spot payments followed by an immediate sale of the same asset by the second party to the first party for a higher amount
on deferred payment” (Rosly & Sanusi 2001, p. 263.) Critics (e.g. Kuran 2005; Pitluck 2012) suggest that this is essentially
a ruse that imitates charging of interest. For a full list of BNM’s SAC resolutions on Islamic contracts, see Appendix 2.

12 See Appendix S2 for the emphasis on competitiveness in BNM’s SAC resolutions.

13 See Ercanbrack 2015 for a detailed historical overview of how Islamic commercial law has been transformed over time
across different jurisdictions.

14 For a more detailed overview of the NEP see Pepinsky 2008, p.455

15 Local clerics, also known as ulema, acted as judges, arbitrators in cases of local dispute, issued fatwas over religious mat-
ters, and were very much involved in land-tenure decisions. See Maidin & Mubarak Ali 2009.

16 Interview with former BIMB employee, November 2016, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

17 Interviews with former government members #1 and #2, a former BIMB employee, a former advisor to the Prime Minis-
ter, and an expert on Islamic finance, November 2016, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

18 During the 1990s, PAS gained substantial power in the state of Kelantan and had seven seats in federal parliament while
all other opposition parties lost their ground (see Liow 2004).

19 Interview with former special advisor to the Prime Minister, November 2016, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

20 For example, Satkunasingam and Shanmugam (2004, p. 76) find that the first 30 major shareholders of Bank Islamic
Malaysia Berhad Holdings are government owned or state-owned corporations. BNM has been subject to repeated politi-
cal meddling, especially during the 1985 and 1998 economic crises (Slater 2003, p. 93; Satkunasingam & Shanmugam
2004, p. 74; Pepinsky 2009).
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21 Interviews with former government members #1, and #2, November 2016, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

22 This was partially motivated by a need to tap into new resources of capital, especially after scaring off many international
investors in the aftermath of the 1998 crisis when strict capital controls were imposed. I would like to thank the anony-
mous reviewer for pointing this out.

23 See http://www.bnm.gov.my/index.php?ch=en_speech&pg=en_speech&ac=453&lang=en, last accessed 8 April 2018.

24 Interviews with SAC members #1, November 2016, and #2, March 2016, Dubai, UAE.

25 In 2004, murabaha-contracts were the preferred instrument for most Islamic banks based in Southeast Asia and the Mid-
dle East.

26 Interviews with SAC members #1, November 2016 and #2, March 2016, Dubai, UAE.

27 For more information on the Investment Account Platform and how it works, see https://iaplatform.com/showIapInfo

28 Also see Appendix S2 for a detailed overview of SAC resolutions on approved contracts.

29 The majlis is a key, informal institution in the UAE,.It is a negotiation platform involving elites, but not in the democratic
sense, and is neither inclusive nor representative. (Young 2014)

30 The 1892 treaty (Exclusive Agreement 1892) granted exclusive privileges to the British government while placing coastal
Sheikhdoms (including Dubai and Abu Dhabi) into complete isolation (Zahlan 1978).

31 According to Saeed bin Lootah, Shaikh Rashid of Dubai “was supportive of the idea, but he [was] told to keep it quiet for
a while” (Abdul Alim 2014, p. 28).

32 Interviews with CBUAE officials #1 and #2, March 2017, Abu Dhabi, UAE.

33 Interviews with Islamic Bank Manager #1 and #2, March 2017, Dubai, UAE

34 Interviews with CBUAE officials #1, #2, and #3, March 2017, Abu Dhabi, UAE.

35 Conversation with CBUAE official #1 and interviews with an Islamic Bank Manager #1, and an Islamic Banker#1, March
2017, Dubai, UAE.

36 Under UAE law, Islamic and commercial banks are governed under the civil code, with amendments that accommodate
Shari’a codes. Nevertheless, these codes are broad and open to contradictory interpretation. (Young 2014, p. 50)

37 Interviews with Islamic Bank Manager #2 and Islamic Bankers #1, #2, and #3, March 2017, Dubai, UAE.

38 Interviews with Islamic Banker#1 and #2, March 2017.

39 Interview with Islamic Banker#1, March 2017, Dubai, UAE.

40 Interview with Islamic Banker#1, March 2017, Dubai, UAE.

41 Interview with a Shari’a Scholar, March 2017, Dubai, UAE.

42 Interview with a Shari’a Scholar, March 2017, Dubai, UAE.

43 Interview with a Shari’a Scholar team member, March 2017, Dubai, UAE.

44 “Murabaha accounted for 67.3 percent of DIB’s mode of financing for the period 1988 to 2006. For the same period, the
partnership or risk-sharing contracts...[such as] mudaraba and musharaka, made up only 9.3 percent of the bank’s mode
of financing” (Abdul Alim 2014, pp. 35–36).

45 Specifically, DIFC law no.13, enacted in 2004, is the key piece of legislation that all DIFC-based Islamic financial institu-
tions need to follow (DIFC Law No.13, 2004; Ginena & Hamid 2015, p. 126).

46 The most recent scandal involves Dana Gas Sukuk, which was declared illegal by Shari’a scholars. See https://www.
bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-06-15/dana-gas-s-move-to-void-sukuk-stuns-analysts-who-question-motive Accessed
on 15 June 2017.

47 Interviews with Islamic Bank Manager #1 and Islamic Banker#1, March 2017, Dubai, UAE.
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